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ABSTRACT 
 
In recent years, cyber power has attracted a great deal of attention in government 
strategy and security reviews. This has been matched by regular increases in budget 
and the establishment of new organisations to coordinate UK activity in cyberspace. 
The result is the emergence of UK cyber strategy. However, this paper argues that at 
present UK cyber strategy is not comprehensive, nor does it cohesively bring together 
the different elements of cyber power to effectively serve UK policy objectives. This 
article has two goals: first, to identify the components of the UK’s emerging cyber-
strategy; and second, to assess the UK’s approach against a comprehensive cyber-
strategy framework. The latter includes seven elements: defence; cyber-espionage; 
information manipulation; widespread disruptive attacks; raids; joint operations; and 
deterrence. 
 
It was clear from Securing Britain in an Age of Uncertainty: The Strategic Defence 
and Security Review (2010) that Britain regarded cyber-security as a critical issue. It 
was included as one of four Tier One Threats in the review.2 With the 2015 National 
Security Strategy and Strategic Defence and Security Review, the government’s 
commitment to cyber issues has continued. Once again, cyber-security is regarded as 
one of four primary security challenges facing the nation. A simple metric analysis of 
the document reveals the considerable attention afforded to cyber matters. The word 
‘cyber’ appears 110 times in the 94-page document. This compares with ‘Terror’ or 
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‘Terrorism’, which appear 122 times; Russia, 28 times; and China, with 19 mentions. 
The government’s concern over cyber-security amounts to more than just rhetoric. 
Investment in cyber-security continues to grow, with new organisations being 
established to co-ordinate national activity. Government spending on cyber-security 
has almost doubled to £1.9 billion over the next five years. Later this year, the 
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) is to be established, which will bring 
together cyber-security expertise and act as ‘the authoritative voice on information 
security in the UK’. 3 In the words of Ciaran Martin, CEO of the NCSC, the new 
centre will ‘bring together the capabilities already developed by CESG – the 
Information Security arm of GCHQ – the Centre for the Protection of National 
Infrastructure, CERT-UK and the Centre for Cyber Assessment’. 4 
 
Thus, and in many respects echoing efforts in the United States, the UK is developing 
some of the features required for cyber-strategy. With the forthcoming release of the 
UK’s latest cyber-security strategy paper, this is a good time to discuss the developing 
subject of cyber-strategy within a UK context. In particular, it is important to establish 
whether the UK is developing the necessary components and doctrine for an effective 
cyber-strategy. In order to do this, it is first necessary to identify and collate the 
various components of the UK’s emerging cyber-strategy. Emergence is the correct 
term here, for at present the UK does not observably have a comprehensive cyber–
strategy – although it has produced a cyber-security strategy, but that is not the same 
thing. The 2011 The UK Cyber Security Strategy and the 2014 The UK Cyber Security 
Strategy Report on Progress and Forward Plans are defensive in nature, and do not 
cover the full range of cyber-operations. 5 A comprehensive strategy would include 
defensive and offensive operations, and the deterrence implications of these. 
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Importantly, it would outline how together they serve the national security policies of 
the UK alongside the other instruments of grand strategy. The UK Cyber Security 
Strategy, which seeks to protect the UK’s critical infrastructure and enable a secure 
information environment within which to do business, is a step in the right direction, 
but it is not enough. 
 
In essence, this article has two objectives: first, to identify the components of the 
UK’s emerging cyber-strategy; and second, to assess the UK’s approach against a 
comprehensive cyber-strategy framework. The latter is constructed from the author’s 
assessment of possible strategic actions within and through cyberspace – based on 20 
years of studying cyber-operations, along with a general appreciation of the use of 
force across all environmental domains, whilst taking into account the unique 
characteristics of the cyber-domain. 6 On this basis, it is proposed that a 
comprehensive cyber strategy should include seven elements: defence; cyber-
espionage; information manipulation; widespread disruptive attacks; raids; joint 
operations; and deterrence.  
 
It is also important to establish our understanding of the cyber domain. From a 
strategic perspective certain features are evident. The cyber-domain is largely 
manmade, and is therefore constantly shifting; it facilitates the instant exercise of 
power (normally non-violent) on a global scale; contains the increasingly important 
resource of information; exists simultaneously in the virtual and physical realms;7 and 
as a result of the latter occupies a legal and political grey area.8 As the cyber-age 
continues to mature academics and policy-makers are still trying to make sense of the 
new epoch. In the field of ethics, for example, Randall R Dipert has called for the 
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development of a ‘full ethics of cyberwarfare’.9 In a similar vein, there is a strong 
need for the development of a full cyber-strategy.  
 
The UK’s cyber-strategy stands on three pillars: defence (with resilience); offence; 
and deterrence. It offers increased strategic options, but suffers from some limitations 
and lack of detail in certain areas. In conclusion, the article advocates a more unified 
and comprehensive approach to UK cyber-strategy than is currently evident. 
 
Thus far, there is no universally accepted definition of ‘cyber’..Nonetheless, it 
generally relates to the characteristics and culture of computers and information 
technology, or as the Tallinn Manual states: ‘connotes a relationship with information 
technology.’ 10 
 
The relationship between information technology and security, commonly referred to 
as ccyber-security, is reasonably well understood. It concerns the defence of 
computers, information networks and critical infrastructure from cyber-attack. 
Whereas, as Thomas G Mahnken notes, cyber-strategy is at an embryonic stage of 
development: ‘Despite sweeping pronouncements, the use of cyber means to achieve 
political aims remains an abstract and underdeveloped topic’. 11 An important step in 
developing an understanding of cyber-strategy is to provide an adequate definition. 
To that end, cyber-strategy can be defined as ‘the process that converts cyber-power 
into policy effect’. In turn, cyber-power can be defined as ‘the ability to use 
cyberspace to create advantages and influence events in all the operational 
environments and across the instruments of power.’12 This involves protecting one’s 
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own cyber-assets, but also includes the offensive use of cyber-power to pursue foreign 
policy objectives.  
 
Britain’s Cyber-Strategy  
As previously mentioned, existing UK cyber-security strategy documents from 2011 
and 2014 are defensive in outlook, with only passing reference to offensive 
operations. Specifically, mention is made of the Defence Cyber Operations Group 
(DCOG), which reports to Joint Forces Command, and the Joint Cyber Unit ‘whose 
role will be to develop new tactics, techniques and plans to deliver military effects, 
including enhanced security, through operations in cyberspace.’13 The Joint Cyber 
Unit sits within the Ministry of Defence’s (MOD) Global Operations and Security 
Control Centre, which is responsible for operating and defending MoD networks.14 
 
Despite mention of these units, no detail is provided on offensive operations. Indeed, 
the word ‘offensive’ does not appear at all in either document. This suggests that 
much of the UK’s effort is aimed at defending networks and critical infrastructure, 
information sharing, resilience, and raising awareness and best practice in both the 
public and private sectors. Even though recent acknowledgement of an offensive 
capability suggests that this element of cyber-strategy may not be completely 
underdeveloped, the absence of official strategic discourse on offensive operations 
still merits concern. One should not assume that extant capability automatically 
equals strategic proficiency. US nuclear strategy during the Cold War provides some 
evidence of this claim. Military thinking on nuclear usage was often out of kilter with 
national policy, which suggests that a cohesive strategic discourse had not taken 
place. This could have resulted in poor, and potentially deadly strategy had nuclear 
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war ensued. Specifically, policy-makers demanded limited nuclear options and 
restraint during a crisis, whereas the military wanted to go big and early to preserve 
assets.15 This raises the question of whether the UK’s policy-makers, intelligence 
agencies and military have engaged in proper strategic discourse on cyber-attack. 
 
The UK’s focus on cyber-security and defence is entirely appropriate, and well 
reflects the primary interests of a cyber-dependent state such as the UK. With so 
much of the country’s economy, services and infrastructure dependent upon the 
reliable flow of information around networks, it is sensible to focus resources in order 
to detect and defeat cyber-threats. The scale of cyber-threats is well documented and 
therefore does not need to be outlined in detail.16 It is worth noting, however, that 
GCHQ is monitoring cyber-threats from high-end adversaries against 450 companies 
across the aerospace, defence, energy, water, finance, transport and 
telecommunications sectors.17 Furthermore, bringing together two of the major 
contemporary threats, in his November 2015 speech to GCHQ, then-Chancellor 
George Osborne spoke of the potential threat from cyber-terrorism: ‘when we talk 
about tackling ISIL, that means tackling their cyber threat as well as the threat of their 
guns, bombs and knives.’18 At present, terrorists primarily use cyberspace for 
recruitment and propaganda operations. There is little evidence of terrorists posing a 
substantial threat via cyber-attack. Nevertheless, as part of an overall campaign that 
includes more traditional forms of violence, offensive cyber-operations could 
contribute to a sense of insecurity and fulfil the ‘propaganda of the deed’ function of 
terrorist action.19  
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Since the publication of the 2011 strategy, an important shift in tone is evident. 
Despite the continued focus on defence, the UK is beginning to invest in cyber 
offensive capabilities. Announcing the establishment of a new cyber-reserve unit, in 
2013 the UK government stated: ‘Britain will build a dedicated capability to counter-
attack in cyberspace and, if necessary, to strike in cyberspace.’20 The 2015 review 
signifies a further evolution of an offensive capability: ‘We will provide the Armed 
Forces with advanced offensive cyber capabilities, drawing on the National Offensive 
Cyber Programme which is run in partnership between the MOD and GCHQ’.21 
Then-Chancellor Osborne further highlighted this shift when he spoke of the need for 
increased attribution capabilities and ‘a dedicated ability to counter-attack in 
cyberspace.’22 Finally, it has been reported that the UK is developing an ‘information 
manipulation’ capability to operate within and through social media, or what is more 
traditionally referred to as covert propaganda and psychological warfare. 23 
Psychological operations (Psyops) have a long history of course, but cyberspace, and 
in particular the various forms of social media, offer new global media to operate 
within.   
 
Building upon the defensive and offensive elements of Britain’s cyber-strategy is 
deterrence. Aping more nuanced thinking on nuclear deterrence, Britain’s cyber-
deterrence is based on both denial and punishment. Denial seeks to deter an adversary 
by denying them the ability to achieve its goals. As Osborne notes, ‘Part of 
establishing deterrence will be making ourselves a difficult target, so that doing us 
damage in cyberspace is neither cheap nor easy.’ 24 Denial is supplemented by the 
threat of punishment. As is also evident in the Department of Defense Cyber Strategy, 
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Britain seeks to link its physical and virtual means of response: ‘we are making sure 
that we can employ a full spectrum of actions in response.’ 25  
 
Denial and punishment are fairly standard concepts within deterrence. However, 
Britain adds a third string to its cyber-deterrence bow: developing global norms 
against cyber-attack. This may seem a rather ambitious and somewhat novel aspect of 
a deterrence posture. Nonetheless, there is already some evidence to suggest that 
states are increasingly displaying a degree of restraint in their cyber-actions.26 The 
attacks on Estonia (2007), the Iranian nuclear programme (2009–10) and Saudi 
Aramco (2012) appeared to signal a rising tide of sizable cyber-attacks. However, 
although low-level cyber intrusions and cyber espionage continue unabated, the more 
disruptive and destructive forms of cyber-attack have not emerged as expected.27 Talk 
of an ‘electronic Pearl Harbor’ has receded.28 Moreover, there have been attempts 
within the UN and NATO (Tallinn Manual) to apply existing international law to 
cyber-operations in an effort to better manage cyber-relations amongst states.29 Thus, 
the third element to Britain’s cyber-deterrence posture is not without merit. 
 
A Comprehensive Cyber Strategy? 
Since the UK Cyber Security Strategy lacks any substantive reference to offensive 
operations and deterrence – which we know from public statements are elements of 
Britain’s cyber-stance – it cannot be regarded as a complete statement of Britain’s 
strategy. Nonetheless, and as evidenced in the previous section, by combining the 
official strategy document, in conjunction with the 2015 defence review, various 
policy statements and parliamentary evidence, it is possible to construct a reasonable 
outline of Britain’s emerging cyber-strategy. In the absence of a clear and complete 
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annunciation of strategy, such sources provide decent indicators of the government’s 
position, and thus form the basis to discuss current thinking within the UK, as well as 
establish a baseline to assess the forthcoming cyber-security strategy paper.  
 
As noted, within Britain’s strategic cyber-posture three pillars are clearly evident: 
defence; offence; and deterrence. As will be discussed below, other elements are 
evident, but not expressed as clearly, and certainly are not evidently contained within 
an inclusive and coherent cyber-strategy. This article contends that all of the elements 
of cyber-strategy should be brought together in a comprehensive strategic approach to 
cyber-power. In order to assess the UK’s current approach to cyber-strategy, it is 
important to establish what a comprehensive strategy would look like and compare 
Britain’s approach to it. 
 
Taking into consideration the range of possible cyber-operations and an appreciation 
of the use of force in general, an outline of a comprehensive cyber-strategy can be 
constructed. Said strategy should include seven elements: defence; cyber-espionage; 
information manipulation; widespread disruptive attacks; raids; joint operations; and 
deterrence.  
 
Defence 
It has already been established that Britain has a well-defined defensive element to its 
cyber-strategy. Measured against established cyber-security advice, Britain seems to 
have a rational and increasingly well-co-ordinated approach.30 The defensive effort is 
based upon a number of different, mutually reinforcing components. These include 
maintaining the security of networks underpinning key services and national critical 
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infrastructure; raising awareness and good cyber-hygiene in the public sector; 
improving cyber-skills; building resilience into the economic system; and establishing 
organisations to co-ordinate cyber-security and information sharing. 31 The latter can 
be seen with the establishment of the National Computer Emergency Response Team 
(CERT) and the forthcoming creation of the NCSC. 
 
As in other areas, absolute security is unachievable in cyberspace. Indeed, the UK 
government acknowledges as much.32 In the cyber world this is not so much a 
technical issue.33 As reported in IBM’s Cyber Security Intelligence Index, the vast 
majority (95 per cent) of security breaches are due to human error.34 Poor cyber-
hygiene includes common mistakes such as poor password practices and responding 
to phishing attacks, to name but two. Nonetheless, even taking into account the 
inherent limits of security, Britain’s approach to cyber-defence appears reasonably 
comprehensive. With GCHQ acting as the UK’s centre of cyber-expertise, the 
government’s objectives of making ‘the UK one of the most secure places in the 
world to do business in cyberspace’ and ‘to make the UK more resilient to cyber 
attack and better able to protect our interests in cyberspace’, seem viable.35 
 
Cyber-Espionage  
In its traditional guise, it is entirely reasonable to regard espionage as a separate 
activity to strategy. Espionage is, after all, used to support policy rather than pursue it. 
However, there is such tactical and operational overlap between cyber-espionage and 
cyber-attack that the former has to be a consideration for those developing and 
executing cyber-strategy. As a result of this overlap, if discovered, cyber-espionage 
operations may be regarded as being more aggressive, more intrusive and therefore 
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more threatening than traditional forms of espionage. Note the rising tension between 
the US and China over this issue. Thus far, these ‘continuous and sophisticated 
intelligence contests’ have not escalated to open conflict (virtual or physical).36 
However, if cyber-intrusion constitutes an aggressive act, then cyber-espionage risks 
breaking down the distinction between spycraft and conflict. The Tallinn Manual, for 
example, notes that ‘A cyber operation by a state directed against cyber infrastructure 
located in another state may violate the latter’s sovereignty.’ 37  
 
To clarify, this is not to say that cyber-espionage per se is an integral part of cyber-
strategy. Regardless of the means used to gather data and information (cyber or 
otherwise), espionage is used to support policy not pursue it. However, cyber-
intrusion often blurs the distinction between genuine acts of espionage and the initial 
stages of an attack. One act of cyber-intrusion can steal data and simultaneously insert 
hostile malware into a network for future acts of disruption and/or destruction.  
 
Thus, a unified cyber-strategy has to monitor and exert some form of control over 
cyber-espionage activities. A state should avoid the situation in which its intelligence 
agencies are conducting cyber-espionage (including industrial espionage) completely 
removed from broader cyber-strategy considerations. 
 
The relationship between espionage and conflict is complex, especially in the new and 
nebulous world of cyberspace. Thus, it may help to illustrate with an historical 
analogy. U2 intelligence flights over the Soviet Union were flown by military pilots, 
but under the control of the CIA. Thus, strictly speaking they were acts of espionage. 
However, their intrusive nature and military character made them rather more 
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menacing for the Soviet Union, resulting in rising tensions between the superpowers. 
Both the U2 flights and cyber espionage risk(ed) blurring the line between conflict 
and espionage. To clarify, because the technical characteristics of a cyber-espionage 
operation may be indistinguishable from acts of war preparation, the victim cannot be 
sure of the attacker’s intent. Similarly, if military units are involved in espionage (as 
in the U2 flights), the waters of intent are further muddied.  
 
As is to be expected, official details on UK cyber-espionage operations are extremely 
limited. However, it can be at least deduced, with a reasonable degree of confidence, 
that Britain is engaged in cyber-espionage. First, as revealed by the Snowden leaks, 
GCHQ has been involved in metadata capture and surveillance under the Tempora 
programme.38 Second, MI5 officially regards cyber-espionage as an extension of 
traditional espionage techniques.39 Furthermore, the reports of the Intelligence and 
Security Committee, although subject to redaction in this area, acknowledge an 
increasing cyber-dimension to intelligence work, in both a defensive and offensive 
guise: ‘The main focus of the intelligence and security Agencies’ work on cyber is on 
countering hostile foreign Activity, covert intelligence gathering’.40 
 
It is sensible to conclude that Britain should continue to take advantage of the cyber-
variant of espionage, whilst being conscious of the broader implications for strategy. 
An overly aggressive approach in this area could prove destabilising, as cyber-
intrusion becomes more of an issue amongst states. This speaks to the need for a 
comprehensive cyber-strategy that monitors and exerts control over all government 
activities in cyberspace.  
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Information Manipulation  
It is commonly acknowledged that states and sub-state actors are increasingly making 
use of cyberspace to promote their causes: ‘ISIL are already using the internet for 
hideous propaganda purposes; for radicalisation, for operational planning too.’41 
There is also evidence of states seeking to manipulate the information environment 
through the covert use of trolls and bloggers.42 However, information manipulation in 
the cyber-age can be more aggressive. This was evident in the distributed denial of 
service (DDoS) attacks against Georgia in 2008 during the Russian invasion, when 
government websites were taken offline. As a result, the Georgian government was 
unable to communicate to the outside world, and as a consequence its ‘side of the 
story’ was muted. 43 In such instances, DDoS attacks are tools of information 
manipulation and seek to facilitate control of the infosphere. 
 
It is entirely appropriate that the UK should seek to promote its own policy agenda 
through cyberspace. Radicalisation has to be confronted in the social media space, 
and competitor states cannot be allowed to own the information environment. Indeed, 
both government and internet service providers are exploring the possibilities of 
disruptive information campaigns in cyberspace. This is evident, for example, in 
Google’s concept of a ‘hate speech spell checker’, designed to, amongst other things, 
disrupt terrorist propaganda.44 However, the results of information manipulation 
campaigns are uncertain and cannot be relied upon to provide direct attainment of 
most policy objectives. In this sense, because the information environment is so 
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dynamic and extremely competitive, it is impossible to gauge with any degree of 
accuracy the strategic impact of propaganda and subversion.  
 
Take, for example, the Russo-Georgian conflict of 2008. Although novel at the time, 
according to Thomas Rid the impact of Russia’s cyber-campaign against Georgia was 
minimal, its effects lasting only four days. Lucas Kello takes a somewhat broader 
perspective on the conflict, and concludes that the cyber-attacks impacted 
significantly on Georgia’s ability to communicate with its own forces, as well as 
affecting military procurement activities.45 Both of these perspectives provide 
important comment on the strategic potential of manipulating the infosphere in the 
cyber-age. On the one hand, Rid’s analysis of cyber-information manipulation 
provides an important cautionary note. On the other hand, Kello’s evaluation chimes 
strongly with the main argument of this article: that any individual component of a 
cyber-campaign must be integrated within a comprehensive unified cyber-strategy 
acting in the service of national policy. In this way, the uncertain and unquantifiable 
effects of information manipulation can be attached to the more measurable results of 
cyber-attack and cyber-operations within a joint campaign. The point to be made is 
that information manipulation cannot be relied upon, independently, to achieve policy 
objectives. However, it can play a supporting role to other operations, enhancing the 
impact of their effects, and indeed benefitting from the milieu of conflict. 
 
Widespread Disruptive Attacks 
Although the evidence indicates that Britain is gearing-up to conduct offensive cyber-
operations, there is little detail available on what future operations may look like. This 
leads to consideration on the options for cyber offensive. In reality, the forms of 
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attacks are nearly limitless. A cyber-offensive can focus on disrupting banking and 
financial services, energy supply, air traffic control and major industries, to name just 
four. Thus, to provide a manageable theory of cyber-offensive, attacks can be divided 
into two types, based on scale and objectives: widespread disruptive attacks; and 
raids.46 This article examines both types to identify their possible roles in cyber-
strategy. From the following analysis it is evident that independent cyber-offensive 
operations would provide Britain with increased strategic options, albeit ones that are 
limited in their effect.   
 
Widespread disruptive attacks, sometimes referred to as strategic information warfare, 
draw on much of the thinking behind strategic bombing by air power.47 Richard 
Clarke, a former White House staffer in the fields of counter-terrorism and cyber-
security, predicted that cyber-war could cause such disruption as to lead to social 
breakdown. Even more dramatic are the views of Mike McConnell, former director of 
national intelligence, who compared the effects of a substantial cyber-war assault with 
those of a nuclear attack.48 Whilst these statements may be hyperbolic, they do 
identify the objective of this form of cyber-attack: to destroy the will and/or capability 
of the enemy to resist. This can be achieved, in theory, by attacking key target sets 
within critical national infrastructures that cause a chain reaction of disruption 
throughout the enemy system. Alternatively, a range of critical targets can be struck 
simultaneously. Either way, the objective is to cause widespread disruption across the 
enemy’s society and economy. Due to the scale of such an attack, and the potential 
impact on the enemy population, this offensive option is likely to be limited to large 
conflicts, perhaps when physical conflict is already underway.    
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Our opportunity to evaluate this form of cyber-strategy is limited by the fact that there 
have been no such attacks to date. The closest the world has come was the attack on 
Estonia in 2007. In a dispute over the relocation of a Soviet-era war memorial, 
Russian-based hackers launched sustained DDoS attacks against the Estonian public 
and private sectors for two weeks. Banking and government services were 
significantly affected for a period. However, reflecting on the scale of the attack, it is 
important to note that it was not designated as an armed attack, and therefore did not 
trigger a response under Article V of the North Atlantic Treaty.49 
 
Although the attack on Estonia was limited in scale and effect, it does provide a real 
world example of the strategic efficacy of cyber-attacks designed to cause widespread 
disruption. The evidence appears to suggest that cyber-attack in this form is not an 
especially effective tool of strategy. Estonia did not change its policy. Considering the 
similarities between widespread disruptive cyber-attack and strategic bombing, this 
finding is not surprising. Both forms of attack rely upon the ability to erode the will 
and/or capability of the enemy to resist, with only the methods being different. Thus, 
an examination of the history of strategic bombing suggests that widespread 
disruptive cyber-attack will suffer from certain limitations. Like all forms of strategy, 
cyber-attack faces many limitations.50 These include institutional complications, 
being held back by political and ethical considerations, and the substantial 
intelligence challenge of identifying enemy vulnerabilities in complex modern 
societies and economies. Most importantly, though, those on the receiving end of 
strategic bombing have shown remarkable resilience, both in will and capability.51  
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It is difficult to see how cyber-attack could produce more potent and lasting effects on 
an enemy than kinetic forms of attack. Although in theory the effects of a disruptive 
attack may be more widespread, it is not clear how disruption can be more coercive 
than inflicting death and destruction. Cyber-attacks also present the very real threat of 
blowback and raise legal and ethical issues concerning discrimination in targeting and 
effect. In sum, widespread disruptive attacks have some significant limitations as 
independent instruments of strategy. Accordingly, as with strategic bombing, their 
potential is only likely to be realised as part of a co-ordinated cyber-strategy operating 
in support of a broader national strategy. In these circumstances, as with strategic 
bombing, cyber-attack can make a contribution to the degradation of the enemy’s will 
and capability. 
  
Raids 
Cyber-power, therefore, is perhaps better suited to more limited and more precise 
forms of attack with more limited objectives. These can be thought of as raids. In 
contrast to widespread disruptive attacks, there are at least three decent examples of 
cyber-raids to study: Stuxnet; Wiper; and Shamoon. The latter two may be related, in 
that they both involved wiping the hard drives of oil production companies. Wiper, 
the first of these so-called ‘data-destruction’ attacks, was aimed at the Iranian 
Ministry of Petroleum and the National Iranian Oil Company. Shamoon, which 
attacked Saudi Aramco, may have been a retribution attack by Iran.52 Shamoon wiped 
the data of 30,000 hard drives at the oil producing company, causing massive loss of 
data and substantial financial losses. However, it is reported that oil production was 
not affected.53 Although no substantive policy gains appear to have been achieved by 
Wiper and Shamoon, they do illustrate that cyber-attacks can have real impact and 
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can be reasonably precise. From a strategic perspective, the problem for both is that 
they do not appear to have been incorporated into a broader cohesive strategy. 
Certainly, there is no evidence of follow-on or supporting attacks.   
 
Stuxnet, the attack on the Iranian nuclear programme, can be described as a cyber-
raid, designed, as it was, to take out a particular target (centrifuges) in a precision 
raid. Although its strategic significance is questionable, Stuxnet has had a substantial 
impact on the cyber-debatel. It has been variously described as an ‘absolute game 
changer’ and ‘a potent new form of warfare’.54 At a technical and tactical level there 
is no doubt that Stuxnet represents something new. What would have taken an air 
strike or special operations mission in the past, with all the attendant risks and 
political implications, could now be done with sophisticated malware. A target can be 
physically destroyed via a cyber-attack. This has clear strategic significance. Stuxnet 
gave the US a viable attack option it would not have had otherwise.55 Stuxnet was 
simply less risky, less controversial.  
 
The novelty of Stuxnet also relates to the precision of the weapon, which could not 
easily have been matched by conventional means. As military ethicist George Lucas 
states,  ‘Unless you happen to be running a large array of exactly 984 Siemens 
centrifuges simultaneously, you have nothing to fear from this worm.’56 In this way, 
cyber-attack increases strategic options.  
 
However, before being carried away by this new strategic dawn, some notes of 
caution must be sounded. As technically sophisticated as it was, Stuxnet still required 
human delivery into an air-gapped network. Moreover, the impact on the Iranian 
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nuclear programme was less than impressive. According to one estimate, the attack 
shut down 984 centrifuges. However, the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) estimates that that figure, which equates to 11.5 per cent of the extant 
capability, is only 1.5% higher than would be expected from normal failure rate. The 
IAEA also suggests that the Iranian programme was not affected because the slack 
was taken-up elsewhere in the system.57 Moreover, Stuxnet was not the cheap option 
that many assume. It cost approximately $300 million to develop.58 Furthermore, once 
it was discovered it was ‘quickly and effectively disarmed.’59 In the final analysis, it 
appears that Stuxnet was tactically impressive and proves that the concept of cyber-
raids works. Specific targets can be successfully destroyed with precision. However, 
the attack had little long-term strategic significance.  
   
Joint Operations 
The above analysis demonstrates that independent cyber-attack faces a number of 
obstacles, yet may still have strategic utility, especially when it is incorporated into a 
comprehensive strategy. To further the strategic appreciation of cyber-strategy, 
therefore, the role of cyber-power in joint operations must be considered: situations 
when cyber-power acts in support of kinetic military forces. The Department of 
Defense Cyber Strategy has identified a clear joint role for its Cyber Mission 
Forces.60 This is what Professor Sir David Omand calls, not cyber-war, but ‘cyber-
assisted war’.61 As a force multiplier, cyber-attack may serve a number of purposes. 
The 2007 Israeli attack on the Syrian nuclear facility at Kibar offers an interesting 
case in point. The Syrian air defence network was hacked prior to the air assault, 
leaving Israeli jets a free run to their targets.62 
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Insurgents have also taken advantage of joint cyber-operations. For example, 
insurgents in Iraq have hacked US drone feed to confer tactical advantage.63 In 
Ukraine, ‘Russian cyberattacks had collapsed the communication systems of almost 
all Ukrainian forces that could pose a danger to the invading Russian troops.’ The 
result of Russia’s cyber-actions, as one intelligence analyst put it, is that Russia has 
complete information dominance in Ukraine.64 
 
Such joint uses of cyber-forces enhance operations and fulfill some of the promises of 
the information warfare literature which for some time has been discussing the 
advantages to be gained from cyber-attacks against enemy networks and command 
and control systems.65 In this way, cyber-operations are used to dominate the 
operational information environment, help to shape the battlespace and thereby 
provide a force multiplier effect for friendly forces. There are striking similarities to 
air and sea power, both of which are most effective in support of land forces in the 
joint environment.  
 
Again, information on UK joint cyber-operations is limited, but there is a sense that 
the UK is rapidly trying to catch up with developments in this area.66 The MoD has 
two principle cyber-roles: defend its own networks; and develop cyber-capabilities to 
enhance military operations.67 The DCOG is part of Joint Forces Command and is 
responsible for delivering military effect through cyber-operations. The DCOG 
receives intelligence support from GCHQ and prosecutes its cyber-missions through 
the new Joint Cyber Unit. The Joint Cyber Unit became fully operational in March 
2015 and is tasked with integrating cyber-activities across all aspects of defence 
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operations, ensuring commanders are able to recognise the impact of cyberspace and 
deploy cyber-tools in the successful conduct of operations.68  
 
Importantly, General Jonathan Shaw, then-Assistant Chief of Defence Staff, 
acknowledged that UK MoD cyber-strategy could not concentrate purely on defence. 
He called for the ability to go on the offensive, to manoeuvre in cyberspace. It is not 
entirely clear what manoeuvre would look like in the cyber-domain. We can assume it 
refers to the ability to outmanoeuvre the enemy, to maintain an advantage at the 
tactical and operational levels in cyberspace. Furthermore, reflecting a genuinely joint 
approach, General Shaw called for full integration of cyber-operations, noting that 
emphasis should be placed on the effect, not the means of delivery: ‘[cyber] is merely 
the latest medium though which to achieve effect.’ 69 As a result, all operational 
planning now includes a cyber-dimension.70  
 
With the growing importance of the cyber-domain in military operations, this all 
sounds encouraging. However, a Defence Select Committee report identified a lack of 
conceptual framework for cyber-operations and a degree of overlap between the 
various organisations involved.71 The conclusion is, yet again, that there is a distinct 
need for a coherent cyber-strategy: a clear conceptual and doctrinal understanding of 
how cyber-means serve policy ends, and how this is reflected at the operational and 
tactical levels. This would act as the basis for a rationalisation of organisational 
structure in cyber-operations.  
 
Deterrence 
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Deterrence, with its focus on the mind of the opponent, is a complex strategic task. 
Moreover, due to the challenge of proving a negative, the efficacy of a particular 
deterrence posture is notoriously difficult to measure. With that caveat in mind, 
Britain’s approach to cyber-deterrence is reasonably well grounded in established 
deterrence theory. As indicated, British cyber-deterrence is based upon denial, 
punishment and establishing global norms. In its punishment form it has some 
parallels with NATO’s Flexible Response approach of the late 1960s.72 By combining 
a range of assets (both physical and virtual), Britain’s response may be more credible 
and have a degree of escalation dominance against small to medium foes. Being able 
to adjust one’s response, moving up or down the escalation ladder, should enhance 
perceptions of the certainty of response. In theory at least, Britain can escalate from 
virtual attack, through conventional physical response, all the way to nuclear 
retaliation.  
 
The inclusion of physical response is essential, especially since it has been determined 
that cyber-attack may not be as devastating or effective as previously thought. 
Although cyber-crime and cyber-espionage continue to pose significant problems, 
there has been a notable shift away from talk of electronic Pearl Harbors. After years 
of warnings of spectacular acts of disruption, and possible destruction, the US 
intelligence and policy communities are increasingly talking of sustained low to 
medium threats.73 Likewise, as noted in relation to the examples of Estonia, Wiper, 
Shamoon and Stuxnet, the empirical evidence suggests that cyber-attack is not an 
especially potent independent means of pursuing strategy. However, that does not 
mean that cyber-attack presents no security threat. An attack may fail to achieve the 
policy objectives that motivated it, but it can still affect the security of the target state. 
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That being the case, it is prudent to deter attacks if possible, through kinetic forces if 
required. 
 
In this climate of reduced expectations for cyber-attack, a robust defence may prove 
especially effective considering the effort required for a large attack and the limited 
gains to be made. Conceivably, this works for raids also. Even though the investment 
in a raid is lower for the attacker, a low prospect of success may be sufficient to deter 
the attack. When it comes to cyber-defence, Britain’s comprehensive approach may 
be enough to deter via denial. Furthermore, Britain’s strong emphasis on cyber-
defence may enhance the credibility of punitive attack response. Put simply, the side 
sporting a solid cyber-defence is better positioned to wage and survive a conflict that 
includes cyber-attacks, further enhancing the credibility of one’s threats. In the Cold 
War this was known as ‘warfighting for deterrence’.74  
 
Finally, Britain’s inclusion of global norms in its deterrence posture must be 
considered. There is some evidence to suggest that the more capable and active cyber-
states (US, China, Russia) are becoming less aggressive in their cyber-activities, and 
there is a growing consensus on the need for the establishment of global norms to 
protect interests and stabilise cyber-relations.75 However, relying upon such norms is 
questionable as the basis of deterrence.76 Although norms have their place in 
managing behaviour in international politics, they are unlikely to deter everyone, 
especially in moments of crisis. 
 
Of course, deterrence is not just about capability. When it comes to response, will is 
just as important. If Britain wishes for its cyber-deterrence posture to be taken 
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seriously, it must be seen to be a credible actor in cyber-strategy. Potential attackers 
must believe that Britain will respond in the face of an attack. The evidence thus far 
suggests that Western responses to attack have been limited. In the face of sustained 
cyber-espionage and disruptive attacks by China and North Korea, the US has limited 
its response to diplomacy and sanctions. Likewise, NATO’s cyber-deterrence posture 
is vague, uncertain and unconvincing.77 Arguably, if nuclear strategy is anything to go 
by, Britain has not been especially good at deterrence of late. The lack of detail or talk 
of nuclear warfighting from successive British governments makes Britain look like a 
reluctant nuclear weapon state. It also suggests that Britain does not have a firm grasp 
on how deterrence functions. Therefore, for the purposes of deterrence (and beyond), 
Britain requires a more comprehensive form of cyber-strategy, one that includes a 
compelling warfighting discourse. 
 
Before leaving the subject of deterrence, mention must be made of the ‘attribution 
problem’. Cyber-deterrence, in its punishment form, is dependent upon good and 
timely attribution. For punishment forms of deterrence to work, the attacker must be 
confident that the attack can be traced back to him within a reasonable timeframe. The 
attribution problem poses a challenge to cyber-deterrence, so much so that the 
credibility of deterrence is seriously challenged in the cyber-domain. However, recent 
evidence suggests that the challenge is diminishing as intelligence agencies focus 
collection, analysis and dissemination resources on this problem.78  
 
Conclusion  
Britain is developing the different components required to use cyber-power in the 
pursuit of policy. Both defensive and offensive capabilities are emerging. Whilst the 
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former clearly has priority, the notion of cyber-attack is becoming more evident in 
government discourse, investment and organisational development. Together with the 
establishment of global norms, defensive and offensive capabilities underpin Britain’s 
cyber-deterrence posture. Furthermore, Britain clearly has emerging capabilities in 
cyber-espionage and information manipulation. There is still some way to go before 
Britain has a potent cyber-capability at its disposal. For example, the Defence Select 
Committee has expressed its concern about institutional overlap and conceptual 
shortcomings.79 Nonetheless, Britain is emerging as a cyber-power.  
 
What is currently missing from Britain’s cyber-power is a comprehensive, unified 
cyber-strategy. In its extant form, the cyber-security strategy is too focused on 
defence and does not adequately outline how the various elements of cyber-strategy 
should function together in the pursuit of policy. Nor does it adequately explain how 
cyber-power interacts with the other elements of state power. A unified and 
comprehensive approach to strategy is required in all forms of state power. This may 
be even more important in relation to the cyber-domain due to the overlap between 
the various cyber actions. In this sense, Britain requires a clearer outline of the 
various cyber offensive options, how these can be used to pursue policy, and how 
they relate to the more defensive and less aggressive forms of cyber-power.  
 
Some questions that may help in forming a cohesive strategy include the following. 
How does coercion function in cyber-attack? Are there cyber centres of gravity that 
can be exploited? How does cyber-warfighting function? Is cyberspace a separate 
domain for warfare? If so, what are its characteristics? Where does cyber-attack sit on 
the ladder of escalation? Is cyber-attack primarily a joint instrument or does it have 
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independent strategic effect? Is cyber-espionage a form of attack? With the Russian 
actions in Georgia in mind, when does cyber information manipulation constitute an 
aggressive action? These are just a selection of the questions that may help stimulate 
strategic discourse on cyber-power.  
 
As Britain moves the various components of a cyber-strategy into place, addressing 
these questions becomes ever more important. It is hoped that the answers to such 
questions will provide the necessary detail and depth to Britain’s cyber-strategy. 
Although the limits of cyber-power must be borne in mind, the development of a 
unified and comprehensive cyber-strategy will provide Britain with a greater 
understanding of this new instrument, more credible deterrence and increased 
strategic options.  
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